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Abstract
The general business operation model has been reformed to be more globalized,
because of

technological and social development. With these changes,

overconsumption in the apparel industry has become a popular trend due to the
introduction of fast fashion. Together with negative impacts of fashion retailing
companies, sustainability is being damaged environmentally and socially. As the
adverse influence of the industry expands worldwide, various sustainable practices
specified in the fashion supply chain model are applied in different scales. This study
will focus on the sustainable effects on the sustainable practices from the perspectives
of the fashion retailers and students who study fashion related programs. Hence, this
paper investigates variables, feasibility, usage range and the likelihood of using, which
affect the degree of sustainable impacts in the chosen 21 sustainable practices. The
aim of the thesis is to process data obtained quantitatively, along with the application
of survey. The survey is designed according to existing literature. It was distributed
and 51 responses were received in total. Probable relationships of the factors were
examined, and used to refer to the hypothesis of this research. In addition, the current
industrial environment and insights about sustainability in the field are analysed.
The data collected and testing results provide proof for the hypothesized model. A
positive relationship is identified between the variables in some of the chosen
practices. The variables in each sustainable practice are also rated with a scoring
system. Also, the meaning of sustainability, major obstacles and changes that required
to hold in the fashion industry are clarified, with support from the responses collected.
Consensuses and disagreements among the primary and secondary resources about
sustainability in the apparel industry are concluded in this study.
Key words: Globalisation, social sustainability, environmental sustainability, fashion
industry, fashion supply chain, fast fashion, slow fashion, corporate social
responsibility, overconsumption, product durability.
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Introduction

We live in a world that some may find abnormal, as there are now longer summers
and shorter winters. This can be explained by the damaged ecosystem caused by years
of social development from human activities. Under the presence of globalization,
higher emissions of pollutants take place intensively (Dinda, 2006). Among different
industries, the retail sector has grown at a rate of over 3% of since 2008, which is over
30% of the total Gross Domestic Product in the world (Eastern Daylight Time, 2016).
In addition, in the fashion retail sector, there is a continuous waste rate of over 10%
of fabric that is not utilized and discarded in the manufacturing process (Rissanen,
2005). The awareness of sustainability and ethical conduction is raised with the new
concept of “ethical consumerism” in the fashion industry (Moisander & Personen,
2002; Pookulangara & Shephard, 2013). Also, corporate social responsibility has been
an issue introduced in businesses since 1950 (Poddi & Vergalli, 2009; Steuer & Konrad,
2009).
Under the required increasing expansion rate and the phenomenon of climate change,
the fashion industry is being influenced and transformed to be sustainable. Diverse
approaches are imposed by various stakeholders in the industry. According to
Pookulangara and Shephard (2013), the slow fashion movement raises the practices
of the usage of green fibers, technological utilization and more thorough
consideration for supply chains. Moreover, fashion companies actively execute
corporate social responsibility in their businesses (Dickson et al., 2009). Thus, further
improvements on performing socially responsibly are continuously discovered. In
Déri’s research (2013), the introduction of the code of conduct among fashion retail
companies has added into their supply chain management. Several initiatives of the
code of conduct are included, for instance, the improvements on skills and capacities
of producers.
However, an overview of current sustainable business strategies while showing their
feasibility, usage range and likelihood of using is missing. To evaluate the variables of
sustainable practices, corporations may consume extra resources and costs, such as
more labour forces and lengthier time. Hence, the intention of improving their social
performance may be weakened accordingly.
6

From this research, a list of sustainable practices will be generated by reviewing
different relevant studies and the current fashion retail industry. Besides this, insights
of the potential stakeholders will also be analysed, in terms of the sustainability in the
fashion retail. The survey’s target population are people who are part of the industry,
for instance, fashion designers, employees in logistic companies and students who
study fashion. Open-ended questions are included in the survey specifically, in order
to collect the views and recommendations from the respondents. In this research, the
listed sustainable practices will be evaluated by giving ratings and rankings with the
three listed variables. Based on this list, a survey will be conducted in order to
investigate the feasibility, usage range and the likelihood of using each sustainable
practice. The design of the hypothesis enables further possible relationships between
the variables in each sustainable practice to perhaps be found.
To summarise, the evaluation of sustainability for the sustainable practice list will be
concluded, providing additional information gathered from the respondents. This

will be the evaluation of current practices, and that it can fluctuate in the future.

2

Literature Review

2.1 Globalization
Referring to the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary (n.d.), globalization is “the
development of closer economic, cultural, and political relations among all countries
of the world as a result of travel and communication becoming easier”. The world
development over recent years are defined by summarizing the impacts of the
economic, cultural, social and political alterations (Guttal, 2007). Researchers and
organizations have a large range of its meanings. In this research, global improvement
is described as “the acceleration and extension of the interdependence of economic
and business activities” (Shenkar et al., 2014).
The operation of businesses can be expanded to the globally due to globalization.
Hence, international business has increased, which indicates business events in
relation to the exchange of tangible and intangible products without geographical
barriers (Shenkar et al., 2014). Information, raw materials and final goods can be
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exchanged in the transfer. Financial, political and social interactions are more
frequent without geographical, time and technological boundaries. Business may
expand to foreign countries. Multinational corporations have started appearing in the
business environment, with rising international business practices.
In the supply chain, global companies may outsource their operations to a domestic
or foreign third party. In Figure 1, a growing expenditure in the outsourcing market
was predicted, which increased from US$ 600 billion to nearly US$ 1000 billion within
four years, starting from 2016 (Andriopoulos et al., 2019). In the future, a continuous
increase in the global outsourcing and shared services with a gradual increase of the
required spending can be concluded.

Expenditure in Global Outsourcing and Shared
Services Market in 2016-2023 (US$ in billion)
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Figure 1. Expenditure in Global Outsourcing and Shared Services Market in 2016-2023
(Andriopoulos et al., 2019)
With current business development, the world’s consumption level is increasing
alongside increasing global trade of consumer goods. Based on information retrieved
from the World Bank database (2019) and the World Integrated Trade Solution
database (2019), the rising trends are analysed in Figure 2 and 3 respectively. From
Figure 2, the world final consumption expenditure develops significantly in the period
from 2002 to 2008, which rises over $170 trillion. Although a slight decrease of
expenditure occurs in 2009, it gets back on a growing track afterwards. Besides this,
in Figure 3, a gradual expansion of the international trade of consumer goods is shown
from 1988 and 2017. In particular, the amount exchanged in 2003 rises approximately
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US$ 25 trillion significantly. An expansion of the world trade amount can be predicted
in the future, according to the growth in 2017.
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Figure 2. Global final consumption level (in US$ trillion) (World Bank, 2019)
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Figure 3. Global trade of consumer good (US$ in trillion) (World Integrated Trade
Solution, 2019)
2.2 Sustainability
With regard to the high consumption of final goods and the globalization
phenomenon, the exploitation of resources will further increase, satisfying the rising
demand. According to data retrieved from the Global Footprint Network (2019), the
total global ecological footprint has increased, along with a regression in the Earth’s
biocapacity. The world overconsumption of resources is indicated by calculating the
level of the ecological reserve, and subtracting a specific year’s biocapacity with the
9

required world’s ecological footprint (Global Footprint Network, 2019). In Appendix
1, between 1961 to 1969, the levels of global ecological reserve are positive values. A
surplus on the total quantity of the global resources is reflected. However, after 1970,
the shortage of resources is observed, due to low ecological reserve levels (ibid). The
Earth has already started being incapable to support our increasing demand since the
year of 1970 (Watts, 2018). Based on past records of resource consumption, people
started over-using resources in 1970 (Earth Overshoot Day, 2019). The consumption
keeps increasing further, and on 1st August 2019, over 1.5 units of the Earth’s
biocapacity are required to meet the current consumption level. The problem of
resource exploitation is severe on a global scale.
Overall, the depletion of resources is summarized in terms of environmental
degradation (Johnson et al., 1997). A widely discussed topic, sustainability is
introduced under the relationship between the growing degradation and the
existence of global environmental problems (Spindler, 2013; Williams, 1993). In the
declaration of the United Nations Academic Impact (n.d.), sustainability is defined as
“Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.” The idea of sustainable development was
recognized in the United Nations World Commission’s report on Environment and
Development (1987). The Triple Bottom Line is created as representing the pillarsofo
sustainability, which include social, environmental and economic goals (Jeurissen,
2000). It has raised the attention of researchers from diverse fields and drives the
pressure of considering sustainability in the business operations across different
industries (Misopoulos et al., 2018). The issue of corporate social responsibility is
raised within the these studies.
2.3 The Fashion Industry
Clothing is an essential type of consumer product for the human species, which
initially provided protection from environmental conditions (Harms, 2014). Then,
people started wearing clothes as decoration and differing themselves in communities
(Horn, & Gurel, 1981; Ross, 2008).
The term fashion, was created to explain the impulsive affirmation of people’s identity
at a specific moment in a particular time (Brun et al., 2008). The concurrence of the
10

fashion and clothing industries is being noticed in the society (Priest, 2005). In this
research, the fashion industry is introduced. To clarify the concept of the fashion
industry, it is defined as identical as “fashion retail”, and considers the entire textile
and clothing industry (Strähle and Müller, 2016).
In the fashion industry, different stakeholders from various professions are required
to participate. According to Jones (2002), the flow from the production to the
consumption of an apparel item is shown in the textile-apparel pipeline model. The
interaction of the stakeholders and the material’s flow can be analysed and sorted
into levels. In the model, the first and second level are the fabrics’ production and the
textile manufacturing respectively. On the second level, textiles are made and sold to
a fashion corporation for its apparel production. On the last level, the fashion products
are distributed and traded. The overview of the whole model is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The textile-apparel pipeline. (Jones, 2002)

3rd Level

Meanwhile, the “fast fashion” model has become a popular business practice, in light
of the success from the first adopter of this model, Inditex (Crofton & Dopico, 2007).
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4th Level

It aims to shorten the lead time between stages of the clothing design and the
customer consumption (Taplin, 1999). Shifting the updated fashion trends from
runway to retailers as fast as possible to the society (Hines, & Bruce, 2001). The low
product price, trendy product offerings with a short product life cycle are the
characteristics of the fast fashion business (Bruce, & Daly, 2006). In addition, the world
apparel market has been growing consistently, as reflected from the data provided by
O’ Connell (2019) in Figure 5. From 2012 to present, the growth rate has increased by
3% approximately. The entrance of new global fashion companies leads the changes
in the fashion retailer’s supply chain (Fernie, & Grand, 2015).
The most notable reform of the fashion industry’s supply chain is the relocation of
business operations. The sourcing and supply chain functions are being offshored
(Fernie, & Perry, 2011). Outsourcing logistics has become popular among fashion
corporations (Wen et al., 2019). With the high labour-intensive manufacturing of
garments, specialised manufacturers and suppliers are chosen externally by using
outsourcing (Taplin, 1997; Ni, & Srinivasan,2015; Georgiadis, & Rajaram, 2013). The
manufacturing process is operated in low-paid nations (Fernie, & Sparks, 1998).
Hence, fashion companies enhance the flexibility and competitivity of their business
by outsourcing supply chain functions (Wen et al., 2019).

Global Apparel Market Growth 2012-2020
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Figure 5. Global Apparel Market Growth 2012-2020 (O’Connell, 2019)
A general international fashion retail supply chain model summarises the influences
brought about by the globalisation towards the fashion industry (Fernie, & Grant,
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2015), which is presented in Figure 6. The diagram assumes the types of engagement
for a local retailer, the offshored sourcing, product production in foreign countries,
and the distribution and consumption in the local market. Notably, two-way
communication takes place among the fashion retailer and cooperated parties. In
general, the general public also participates in the fashion industry. In the fashion
industry, particular roles are introduced, which are the post-consumer actors and
service providers (De Brito et al., 2008). Based on the definition of their role (De Brito
et al., 2008), the recycling companies in the second-hand market and the related
software developers can be examples.
Overall, the fashion industry has experienced operational changes based on the
introduction of fast fashion and the offshoring of supply chain functions, with the
effects of globalization.

Foreign Manufacturer

Global Distribution

Products’ Import

Retailer’s Local

Retailer’s Sourcing

Distribution

(Suppliers)
Fashion Retail

Retailer’s

Company

Online/Offline Stores

Related Service Providers

Post-Consumer Parties

Flow of Information and Finance
Fashion Product Flow
Figure 6. General international fashion retail supply chain (Fernie, & Grant, 2015; De
Brito et al., 2008)

2.4 Fashion Retail and Sustainable concerns
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The fashion retail business influences the condition of the environment through the
garment’s production and textile manufacturing. Negative environmental impacts can
be a result of the production of fibres and the manufacturing of garments. One
instance being a high annual global carbon emission in the fashion industry, compared
to the logistic industry (The World Bank, 2019).
The environmental effects of raw materials production accounts for a huge portion in
the fashion retail sector (Šajn, 2019). In the global fibre production industry, over 100
million mt of fibres are produced, which has doubled in quantity in the last 20 years
(Opperskalski et al., 2019). The types of fibre produced in the world is reflected in
Figure 7 (Opperskalski et al., 2019). From this figure, polyester is produced the most,
which accounts for over 50% of the global fibre production market. Polyester is a nonbiodegradable fibre made from fossil fuels (Šajn, 2019). The energy-intensive
production of polyester acquires fossil fuels as the raw material (Winkle et al., 1978).
Over 330 million barrels of crude oil was extracted to produce polyester fibres in 2015
(Common Objective, 2002). High consumption of non-renewable resources can be
concluded. Nearly 15 kg of carbon dioxide is emitted in the process of combusting
fossil fuels to producing a kilogram of polyester (ibid). In addition, the dyeing of
polyester causes can cause dermatitis for those who are allergic (Hatch, 1984).

2018 Global Fiber Production
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Figure 7. 2018 Global Fiber Production (Opperskalski et al., 2019)
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The production of cotton, the second most fiber produced in Figure 7, also harms the
global environment, . Pesticides and neurotoxic chemicals are used in cotton farming
because cotton plants are vulnerable from attacks from pests (Che, & Burns, 2006;
Déri, 2013). On top of killing pests, human and animals can be affected by the toxic
chemical usage (Environmental Justice Foundation, 2007). In the list of chemicals used
by cotton farmers, aldicarb is the most poisonous for human health (Kishi, 2002).
Headaches, diarrhea, loss of coordination and death can be effects of pesticides (New
Jersey Department of Health and Senior Services, 2001). In a report from the
Environmental Justice Foundation (2007), farmers are affected the most because of
insufficient farm safety precautions and the inappropriate storage method of
pesticides.
Apart from the production of raw materials for fashion items, the manufacturing and
assembly of garments causes environmental pollution as well. In different production
methods of garments, wet processing is one of the indicated potential environmental
pollution sources (Lomas, 2008). The preparatory processing, dyeing and finishing are
main stages of the wet processing (Saxena et al., 2016). The relevant sustainability
problems can be illustrated by denim fabric production. Firstly, the cotton fibres are
prepared by dissolving the waxy surface, known as the “scouring” procedure, with
aqueous sodium hydroxide (Saxena et al., 2016; Chen, & Burns, 2006). Indigo dye is
commonly used in the following process of dyeing, which is an obstinate chemical,
with low quality dye (Paul, 2015; Balan, & Monteiro, 2001). Lastly, the finished denim
products are dried and washed numerously during stone washing to create a fading
pattern (Paul, 2015). A large amount of stones and toxic chemicals are applied in the
washing process (Paul, 2015), which results in problems of water contamination and
intensive water consumption. In wet processing, effluent problems are raised by the
discharge of used chemicals to rivers (Lomas, 2008). High water conservation also
results in environmental water scarcity (Moore, 2011; Bartels, 2012).
In the future, the high resource consumption and high emission of pollution will be
more severe based on the remarkable forecasted increase in the fashion industry’s
environmental footprint (Pulse of the Fashion Industry, 2017). Despite the negative
environmental outcomes, social sustainable problems are also raised in the stage of
manufacturing and consumption in the fashion supply chain (Déri, 2013). For instance,
15

Brotherton (2020) reported that Bangladeshi workers in clothing factories have been
fighting for fair wages and working conditions for over 10 years by holding protests.
In fashion retail manufacturing, underpayment and poor working conditions are social
adverse impacts (Pulse of the Fashion Industry, 2017). Lack of management and
cooperation with dispersed sourcing companies are the causes of the problems (Déri,
2013). With poor labour practices, textile workers in developing countries are paid a
low wage which is 50% less than the living wage (Hewa Kuruppuge, & Prasanna, 2014).
Research from the University of Sheffield (Edwards et al., 2019) shows that garment
labourers continue to be paid below the living wage based on the unmet wage
compliance from garment manufacturing companies. Although salaries have
increased in 2011, their general wage is only slightly higher than the respective living
wage, which is less than 37%, in the United States and developing countries it studied
on (Worker Rights Consortium, 2013).
Apart from the problem of insufficient salary payment, the mistreatment of workers
is also concerning. In these working environments, high gender discrimination and
poor health and safety standards can be found. From the Clean Clothes Campaign
website (2020), textile factories intend to recruit women who are single and childless,
and yet will encourage them to sign agreements on raising children during their
employment period. Recruiters prefer females rather than males due to national
cultural stereotypes, where women are considered passive and have low social status
(Labor Behind the Label, 2020). In addition, sexual harassment is common in garment
factories (Kashyap, 2019). Based on the analysis from International Labor
Organisation (2019), sexual harassment is a major concern among workers. From the
result of their survey, four of every five workers state the worry on being sexually
harassed or touched in their workplace. The occurrence of sexual harm is prevalent in
employment relationships where females are the subordinates of male supervisors
and managers in general (Global Labor Justice ,2019). Textile workers may be in an
insecure position because of improper operation management.
Another social sustainability concern, the “throwaway mindset”, is shaped among
consumers (Déri, 2013). With the popularity of fast fashion, textile products are
designed to be low quality (ibid). Shorter product life cycle is often a result, where
fashion items are already unwearable before being out of the current fashion trend
16

(Zamani et al., 2017). People will purchase products more frequently because of low
product durability. In terms of clothes durability, there are two types: physical
durability and the emotional durability, which represent the product’s resistance
against damage and wear, and the duration of the product’s attractiveness towards
consumers respectively (Anthesis, 2015). In the aspect of physical durability, fashion
products will be less durable, due to fast fashion business practices. In the aspect of
the emotional durability, the products can be also considered as less durable. A
dynamic consumption based on affordability is suggested over numerous seasons of
apparel products in a year (Cachon, & Swinney, 2011; Déri, 2013). Replacement of
clothes becomes more convenient than repairing in the fast fashion clothing (Harris
et al., 2015). Based on the problem of low emotional durability, over-purchasing and
impulsive purchasing in fashion stores can be found (Morgan, & Birtwistle, 2009;
Mintel, 2007).
Overall, the production and manufacturing processes of fashion brands lead to
negative impacts on the level of sustainability in environmental and social aspects.
Excess consumption of fashion products is another sustainable problem, based on
weak product durability. The global fashion society is generally running unsustainably.
2.5 Fashion Retail and Sustainable Practices
The sustainability of fashion retail has being questioned recently, for instance the high
disposal rate of end-use fashion products (Global Fashion Agenda, 2017), underpaid
workers in manufacturing factories (Kitroeff, 2019) and the overproduction problem
(Cernansky, 2020). Additionally, since the tripled growth of online searches for
“sustainable fashion” (Berg et al., 2019), the trend of rising eco-consciousness among
customers can be found. Thus, researchers have suggested approaches to handle the
sustainablility concerns in the fashion industry.
2.5.1 Environmentally Sustainable Practices
Firstly, backward supply chains are integrated with forward supply chains and form a
close-loop supply chain (Oh, & Jeong, 2014). Unwanted or defected final apparels
from customers are collected back and sent to consolidation centres or suppliers
(Atasu et al., 2013). In addition, new supply chain functions are added, such as
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gatekeeping, collection, sortation and disposition of apparels (Schwartz, 2000, &
Tibben-Lembke, & Rogers, 1999). The overview of the integration was introduced by
Beh et al. (2016). The simplified diagram that focuses on the backward supply chain is
shown in Figure 6. In the diagram, products are first collected from customers in the
retail stores. Then, they are disassembled into useful resources or newly finished
products. After that, they will be reused by re-entering the company’s forward supply
chain. Otherwise, the unwanted final items will be donated to charitable organizations
or sold in secondary markets.
Besides this, the management of a product’s distribution is concerned in terms of
logistics and transport function in the close-loop supply chain (De Brito et al., 2008).
High demand on using clean transport modes (rail, maritime and inland waterways)
and flow management optimization can be observed (ibid). Fashion retailers may
adopt various relevant green sustainability distribution programs. For example,
Hennes & Mauritz (H&M) reduces energy consumption and carbon emission
effectively in its distribution stage (Hennes & Mauritz, 2020a). They have successfully
shifted over 80% of products to be transported through sea and rail between their
suppliers and distribution centres (Shen, 2014). Also, it cooperates with eco-conscious
logistics companies, Green Freight Asia, BSR’s Clean Cargo and Network for Transport
Measures’ Pathways Coalition (Hennes & Mauritz, 2020b). With these logistics
practices, the fashion industry can be sustainable.
At the same time, the rental business is evolving in the fashion industry due to the
high demand for consuming new products and rising interest in holding sustainable
fashion (Amed, et al., 2018). Fashion retail companies establish their own rental stores
or collaborate with existing rental stores (Little, 2019). The value of the online clothing
rental market can grow nearly 10% in 6 years from 2017, which reaches to over $1.9
million in 2023 (Iqbal, 2017). Last year, the URBN Family created Nuuly as their own
rental online store (Moore, 2019). Consumers can enjoy its services with a monthly
subscription. Nuuly’s subscribers can borrow fashion items with a significant low
price, which only costs a tenth of the retail price. Instead of launching a rental program
individually, building partnerships with online rental agencies can be the alternative
for fashion brands. Rent the Runway is a competitive rental agency that sells products
from over 550 fashion designers and brands (Rent the runway, 2020). By paying less
18

than $200, customers can rent unlimited number of products per month (Little, 2019).
Not only fast fashion brands, luxury brands are also starting to join in the rental
business market. Popular luxury brands, such as Prada, Gucci and Chanel, cooperate
with My Wardrobe HQ to deliver rental services (My Wardrobe HQ, 2020). By
developing the rental business, the fashion industry can be sustainable, as well as
improve profitability of fashion retail.

Customers
Excess / Defected Items Returned Items
Retail Stores
Remanufactured Items /
Inventories

Consolidated

Refurbished Items
Used Returned
Items
Charities

Secondary Markets

Suppliers

Manufacturers

Wholesalers

Distribution Centres

Inventories

Figure 6. Simplified reverse logistics systems captured from “Figure 1. Typical retail
forward and reverse supply chains” (Beh et al., 2016)
Furthermore, the “slow fashion” movement exists to promote sustainability by
exercising slow down actions through the fashion cycle (Jung, & Jin, 2014). To improve
environmental sustainability, more durable and sustainable fabrics have been
invented for fashion brands. For instance, organic hemp fabric has been invented to
improve the product’s strength and toughness (Ramadan, et al., 2017). Hemp clothing
collections can be found in various fashion brands. At Patagonia, an individual line
offers workwear and sportwear made with hemp, organic cotton, recycled polyester
and TENCEL’s fabrics (Patagonia, 2020). Hempy’s sells specifically hemp fashion items
and other living necessaries in the United States (Hempy’s, 2020). Furthermore, a new
durable Japanese fabric, Sasawashi, is generated by blending and weaving Japanese
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paper and a herb plant. This results in outstanding abilities on antibiotic and resistance
against washing (Sasawashi, 2020). Linda Loudermilk, who is an eco-couture designer,
uses these fabrics in her collections (Sasawashi, 2020; Firth, 2010).
Lastly, fashion retail has adopted new sustainable dyeing skills in the manufacturing
process. For the common usage of cotton, sustainable dyes are created and applied.
One of these dyes is AVITERA® dyes, which is a restricted arylamine-free chemical for
producing cellulosic fibres (Huntsman, n.d.). Notably, half of total water and energy
consumption is saved throughout the dyeing process (ibid). Ralph Lauren Corporation
has replaced the traditional dyes with AVITERA® dyes in its production of classic polo
shirts since 2017 (Ralph Lauren Corporation, 2017). Refering to the company’s
sustainability report (Ralph Lauren Corporation, 2019), over 40% of water and 80% of
energy are conserved. To add to this, Jeanswest brand cooperates with Advance
Denim to make denim-related fashion items. Advance Denim has launched a
production line that uses new aniline impurity-free indigo from Archroma (Archroma,
2018). With the application of the indigo, remarkably lower water pollution levels are
measured (Archroma, 2019). Apart from using more sustainable dyes, new
sustainable production methodx may be implemented. In the Levi’s’ Water<Less®
Innovation, 21 production techniques are designed to be adopted, where 12 litres of
water can be saved at most (Levi’s, 2016; Levi’s, 2018). The industry can be sustainable
by consuming less resources and energy, under the practices of using sustainable
chemicals and new production methods.
2.5.2 Social Sustainable Practices
To form sustainable fashion design, the creation of emotional attachment to wearers
on their outfits is required (Saha, & LeHew, 2018). This practice is inspired by the
emotional durable design, which lengthens the product’s emotional durability
(Chapman, 2009). The six-point experiential framework has been introduced to
investigate the level of emotional attachment is as follows (ibid):
1. Narrative: The product symbolises a special personal history for users, that is usually
related to the acquirement method and background of the product.
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2. Detachment: Absence of emotional attachment to the product causes lower
demand, with the effect of a user’s low expectations.
3.Surface: The product stays wearable physically and becomes meaningful via
multiple usage and lifespan.
4. Attachment: Significant emotional linkage is formed between users and the
product, with regard to the product’s function and underlying meaning.
5. Delightfulness: The pleasure of owning the product recently bought is developed
through the exploration of it.
6. Consciousness: Users required to be skilful in order to interact with the product that
has no perceived usage.
When practising the framework, unique values and meanings of a wearer are
suggested to embed into the product’s design (Fletch, 2012; Saha, & LeHew, 2018).
Designers can strengthen the linkage between a product and the wearer through
immersing culture symbols, relating to memories and social values in the product
(Saha, & LeHew, 2018). To lengthen the product’s emotional durability, slower
consumption of new fashion items can be a result (Fletcher, 2017). Through this,
sustainability in the fashion industry can be enhanced.
Also, the imposition of green campaigns is another social sustainable practice in
fashion retail. A green campaign is a means of promoting environmental greenness in
a company, which is related to corporate social responsibility (Lee et al., 2012). In
broader terms, the corporation’s reputation, the consumption level and the alteration
of customer’s belief are improved by green campaigns and promotions (Birgelen et
al., 2009; Brown, & Bacon, 1997). Additionally, the promotion is a more persuasive
communication channel to consumers because it does not commercialize (Lee et al.,
2012). The consumption of green products is encouraged by the environmental
advertising, compared to the traditional advertising (Baldwin, 1993; Chekima et al.,
2015).
In fashion retail, green campaigns send several types of messages, for instance,
reducing negative environmental impact, introducing green characteristics in product
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design and business functions, and influence on establishing eco-friendly lifestyles
(D’Souza et al., 2006). Various campaigns are operated by fashion retailers globally.
The luxury fashion brand, Chanel, established the “Chanel goes Eco” campaign at its
Fashion Show in Paris, and included the promotion of waste-not-want-not attitude by
the appearance of the waistcoat’s textiles used (Blanks, 2016). Zady was also
established as a brand to promote slow fashion by aiming for “style over trends” and
products with high quality (Moth, 2015). Social sustainability concepts may be
delivered to the society accordingly, by implementing green campaigns and
advertising.
Furthermore, the publication of a corporate performance report is a common
sustainable solution applied in fashion industry. A corporate performance report,
known as a sustainability report, is a publicly available report reviewing a company’s
stances and activities in environmental, economic and social aspects (World Business
Council for Sustainable Development, 2002). According to Kozlowski et al. (2015),
fashion companies can publish sustainability reports via different channels, such as
the company’s official website. The corporation’s social duties are further
strengthened, because of the establishment of legislations for sustainability reporting
and concrete governmental assistances (Kolk, 2003). Besides this, the guidelines on
reporting the company’s sustainable performance are suggested by various
international organizations. The frameworks suggested by the Global Reporting
Initiative is commonly used in the fashion industry (Global Reporting Initiative, 2013).
The Higg Index from the Sustainable Apparel Coalition, which is a sustainability
measurement method, is also built with assistance from major fashion retailers
(Sustainable Apparel Coalition, n.d.). H&M is one of the best known fashion brands
with reporting its efforts in sustainability. Since 2002, it has started to issue a
“Sustainability Performance Report” annually on its website to the public (Hennes &
Mauritz, 2002). Ths includes for example, the updates on the management of their
textile workers’ fair salaries and working conditions (Hennes & Mauritz, 2019). Lots of
fashion corporations are starting to publish these reports, under the growing trend of
considering sustainability drivers within their business (Caniato et al., 2012, &
Kozlowski, 2015). Reports on corporations’ social performance will be widely applied
in the fashion business, because it is one of the many reasons being good publicity for
sustainability .
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Alternatively, the production of fashion products made from animal-free materials is
also a social sustainable practice. Examples of animal-based materials are leather, fur
and wool, which are symbols of luxury, staying physically warm, comfort, durability
(Schwebke, & Krohn, 1970; Weibel, 1952; Lee, 2014). Thus, it holds a high position in
the fashion sector (Schwebke, & Krohn, 1970; Stone, 2008; Weibel, 1952; Wilcox,
1951). Meanwhile, the protection of animal rights have been a concern throughout
society since animal cruelty in factories was revealed (DuFault, 2013; Peta, 2013). In
the current fashion market, fashion brands try to avoid to using animal-based
materials in their products. For instance, Delikate Rayne commits to be cruelty-free
and has zero animal-based materials, making only vegan garments (Delikate Rayne,
n.d.). Furthermore, an expansion of the customer base in the vegan fashion market
has been reported, where one out of three customers would prefer to purchase from
animal-free fashion companies (Wood, 2020). The sustainability level in a social aspect
can be improved by producing more cruelty-free and vegan fashion products.
Aside from holding the above social practices, fashion retailers may cooperate or
donate some of their profits to Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). The reason
for interacting with NGO would be the contribution of NGO’s campaigns to
sustainability in the fashion industry and the general society (Khurana, & Ricchetti,
2016). Nike partners with the Better Work, which is an NGO that provides practical
and academic support for sustainable manufacturing, especially on fair labour
practices (Nike, n.d.; Better Work, n.d.). Fast Retailing Company Limited collaborates
with the UN Refugee Agency to distribute their second-hand fashion products
collected for refugees and the needy (Fast Retailing, 2020). Besides this, fashion luxury
brand, Balenciaga, donated money to the World Food Programme (WFP) by selling a
collection printed with the WFP’s slogan and logo (Croft, 2018). From numerous
similar programs in the fashion industry, fashion retailers can be more sustainable in
either fashion or other aspects in the society.
2.6 Literature Gap
With regard to tremendous worldwide development and sustainability concerns in
fashion industry, various sustainable business practices have been offered to modify
the fashion sector. In terms of improving environmental and social sustainability, it
remains unclear which of these approaches are more promising within the industry.
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Therefore, a research question of this thesis is to find out the most promising business
practice among the introduced implications to be more socially and environmentally
sustainable. Concurrently, the underlying considerations when deciding the feasibility
on these approaches will be analysed. In addition to this, major obstacles of adopting
sustainable practices, the concept of sustainability and the key sustainable concerns
in the fashion retailers will be indicated.

3

Methodology

The research question in this study is finding the most feasible solution among
sustainable practices provided by analysing the considerations accounted for. A
deductive research method is used to form a quantitative, numerical and analytical
study. The quantitative approaches in data collection focus in the perceptions of
category or quantity (Portney & Watkins, 2009). Quantifiable data is collected
concerning the judgments of specific sustainable practices in this study. Moreover,
additional insights, problems and obstacles with operating more sustainable fashion
business are presented.
In order to gather relative data on various variables, a survey was designed and
distributed online. The questionnaire was self-administered to respond on five closeended questions with subsections and four open-ended questions. By holding a
distanced and self-administered survey, the honesty of the respondent is enhanced
with a reduction of “socially desirable” answers possibly received (Holbrook et al.,
2003). From the sustainable business practices introduced in the literature review
section, further implication options are used in fashion retail. Therefore, a list of 21
relative sustainable actions, which are shown in Table 1 in the next section, are
designed for this research accordingly. To study the feasibility, usage range and
likelihood of applying sustainable business practices, close-end questions are asked in
the survey. Numeric scaling is used in the close-end questions, as it reduces the
burden and hesitation in participating a survey (Kothari et al., 2016). For all the closeended questions, a 5 point scale is offered for ease of answering. In evaluating the
feasibility of a sustainable action, 1 point and 5 points are rated as highly infeasible
and highly feasible respectively. For comparing the usage range of sustainable actions,
1 point and 5 points are rated as few cases and global usage respectively.
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Furthermore, 1 point and 5s point are labelled as very unlikely and very likely, for
viewing the possibility of using a sustainable action in a business. Open-ended
questions are asked for discovering unbiased professional in-depth opinions on
sustainability, because of the strength in collecting instinctive responses from
individuals (Reja, et al., 2003). In the survey, four open-ended questions are
presented, which shown below.
•

What does sustainability mean to you in general?

•

In your opinion, what are the major thing(s) that the fashion industry that
need to change in order to become more sustainable? Please state.

•

From your perspective, what are the major barriers preventing the fashion
industry from becoming more sustainable? Please state.

•

What can you do to personally contribute to this cause in your current (or
future) role in the industry? Please state.

The target population of this study is individuals who are engaged in the fashion retail
sector and fashion-related students in Australia, Austria and Hong Kong. The first
party is targeted because of a higher probability in them knowing the most current
updates in fashion knowledge. Since students who study in fashion-related
programmes will work in the fashion industry in the future, they are targeted as the
second group of the target population. Because of their widespread locations, the
web survey is delivered through direct internet link and an electronic word of mouth
approach. The electronic data collection can be scalable, faster and low cost (Marcano
Belisario et al., 2015). Furthermore, in order to ensure the respondent’s personal
privacy, their participation was consented as completely voluntary, anonymous and
confidential under GDPR compliance.
In the time of May and June 2020, 51 respondents who are mostly from Hong Kong
were gathered via the online questionnaires generated in SurveyLab. After data
collection, the analysis process took place. The statistical programming software, R,
was used for summarizing the findings. Descriptive analysis and thematic analysis
were performed on descriptive variables and open-ended questions respectively. An
ANOVA test and the multiple regression test were applied in categorical variables. For
ranking the order of variables, tables were made for a clear overview on the results.
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In favour of obtaining useful statistical information, the unanswered observations will
be filtered and deleted in the conversion process of the raw data.

4

Hypothesis

A list of sustainable practices in the fashion industry is formed with examples found
from current fashion companies, which is shown in Table 1. The data was collected for
studying the relationship between the feasibility level, range of usage, and likeliness
of using in their own business. In addition, major obstacles in operating with
sustainable actions and underlying considerations in evaluating the feasibility level
were indicated, under the present fashion industry’s environment. The variables were
chosen as to determine which fields can be further studied, in order to develop more
practical practices to be a more socially and environmentally sustainable industry. The
hypothesized relationships of this research are shown in Figure 6.
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Sustainable Practice in the Fashion Industry
1.

More clothing exchanges, as an alternative to purchase (i.e. the recirculation and re-use of garments)).

2.

More repair and/or alteration of garments to extend their useful life.

3.

Products produced for greater durability (i.e. less easily damaged/worn out, and a longer useful life).

4.

Production using materials obtained only from ecologically responsible sources (e.g. organic and/or eco-certified
sources).

5.

Upcycling: the use of clothing waste as components in new designs (i.e. recycling fabrics).

6.

In-house and closed-loop production: the reprocessing of the firm's owned garments into new items at the end of
their useful life.

7.

Clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g. fashion labels) as an alternative to purchase.

8.

Clothing rental services offered by THIRD PARTIES (e.g. hire agencies) as an alternative to purchase.

9.

Promote "slow fashion", involving the lifetime used by consumers of fewer, yet qualitatively better garments.

10.

Reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand.

11.

Avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur).

12.

Ensure that all production (of materials and garments) takes place under "Fair trade" conditions to promote the
safety of workers throughout the supply chain.

13.

Ensure that wages for textile workers in developing countries are sufficient to provide a decent living wage.

14.

Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to human health.

15.

Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to the environment.

16.

Reduce the amount of energy used in production processes (gaining materials and producing garments).

17.

Reduce the amount of energy used in distribution processes (transportation and retail).

18.

Measurement of the various environmental and social impacts resulting from business operations.

19.

Publish the various environmental and social impacts in a sustainability report to inform consumer and other
stakeholders.

20.

Provide community outreach to educate consumers on responsible fashion, or contribute to other societal causes.

21.

Donate a portion of profits to assist Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) working either in fashion or in other
fields.

Table 1. List of Sustainable Practice in the Fashion Industry
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Feasibility of Sustainablility

H1
Likeliness of Using in Own
H2

Business

Usage Range of Sustainablility

Figure 6. Hypothesised Relationships of the Variables

5

Results

After the collection of the survey’s data, findings and analyses will be presented from
this primary data. In order to facilitate further discussion, data will be shown through
tables and diagrams. Overall, this study received 51 responses during the distribution
of the survey.
5.1 Descriptive Statistics
In this section, demographic data with additional information about the respondents
are presented.
5.1.1 Role in the Fashion Industry
Role in the Fashion Industry

Yes

No

Total

Respondent who is current fashion student

33

18

51

Respondent who is currently or previously worked in the fashion industry

26

25

51

Table 2. Role in the Fashion Industry
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Job Description

Number of
Respondent

Accountant in a fashion company

1

General store manager in a fashion company

2

Designer of own fashion brand

3

Market researcher in a fashion company

1

Intern of a fashion brand

3

Online clothing shop owner

3

Part-time sales assistant

7

Designer of design team in a fashion company

1

Junior market editor in a fashion company

1

Sales assistant

3

Employee of human resources department in a fashion company

1

Total

26

Table 3. Job Description of the working experiences in the industry

Future Planned Role in the Fashion Industry

Country of Study

Number of
Respondent

Designer maker

29

Australia

2

Austria

1

Hong Kong

13

Fashion buyer

Australia

1

Hong Kong

1

Fashion marketer

Hong Kong

3

Member of design team in a fashion company

Hong Kong

2

Public Relations in a fashion company

Australia

1

Hong Kong

1

Austria

1

Hong Kong

1

Australia

1

Austria

1

Market researcher in a fashion company

Hong Kong

2

Brand manager

Hong Kong

1

Total

33

Owner of own fashion brand

Fashion merchandiser

Table 4. Future Planned Roles of Fashion Students
According to Table 2, 33 of the 51 respondents are current students who study
fashion-related programs, whereby 8 of them also have work experience in the
fashion industry. The other 18 respondents are working in the industry or have
previous fashion related working experiences. The diversity of these existing working
experiences is shown in Table 3, covering a range of functions in fashion companies,
from the sales and marketing department to the design team and even the business
owners. Table 4 shows the career aspirations of the student respondents and the
country in which they study: designer is clearly the most favourite future occupation
for the respondents who study fashion-related subjects in Hong Kong.
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5.1.2 Description of Fashion Businesses Involved
Details of fashion brands that the respondents engage in or plan to join are
summarised in this part. The relevant information is collected via seven closed-end
questions in the survey that listed below. In Question 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, respondents
are allowed to type their own answers. While, options are provided in Question 12
and 15.
5.1.2.1 Vision of the Fashion Brand

Figure 1. Key terms of the Vision Statements
In the Graph 1, major key terms used most in the vision statements of those fashion
companies are extracted and shown below. “Sustainable”, “unique” and “style” are
generally mentioned among those vision statements. Interestingly, frequent usage of
“sustainable” in the description of brand’s vision may be explained by the prompt of
introducing the concept of sustainability while informing the introduction of the
survey to respondents.
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5.1.2.2 Target Customer

Figure 7. Age Range
The target customer of fashion brands is studied based on the age ranges they focus
on. The ranges defined refer to the book, “The Human Odyssey: Navigating the Twelve
Stages of Life”. In the Figure 7, nearly 23% of fashion brands target the adolescence
group, people who age between 12 to 20. The second largest target group is the
midlife group in which people age between 35 to 50.

Figure 8. Gender of target group
Referring to Figure 8, the fashion brands focus on a female or a female and male
group. Over 30 of the responses focus on providing fashion items to both women and
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men. Less than 20 of the fashion brands target female only. 0 of the responses focus
on selling male’s fashion items.
5.1.2.3 Product Price Range

Figure 9. Product Price Range

Figure 10. Further Analysis in Product Price Range
From Figure 9, the price range from USD1 to USD500 are the major target price range
among the fashion brands, which accounts for nearly 35 of the total responses. The
maximum product price is usually under USD2.000. In order to study the response
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group of the price range from USD1 to USD500 specifically, the respondents are
further divided into several groups in terms of the maximum price, which are
presented in Figure 10.
5.1.2.4 Store Type

Figure 11. Store Type
Based on Figure 10, stores are operated in a hybrid format most often, which shares
57% of the responses approximately. One-third of the brands sell their products online
only. Few of them implement brick-and-mortar stores.
5.1.2.5 Target Continent

Figure 12. Target continents
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From the Figure 11, Asia is the continent focused on the most in fashion companies,
which constitutes around 40% of the respondents. Regions in Europe and the
Americas are the second and third the most targeted among the brands.
5.1.2.5 Garments’ Manufacturer(s)

Figure 13. Garment Manufacturing Country
From the information collected in the survey, garment manufacturing countries of the
brands are summarised. In the Figure 12, most of the fashion companies mainly locate
their manufacturing factories in China, Vietnam and India. Asian countries are usually
chosen to set up the garment production stage.
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5.1.3 Ideas related to Sustainability
To the extent of studying related concepts and meanings about sustainability in the
fashion industry, Question 2 of the survey is asks respondents to state the meaning of
sustainability. Respondents are allowed to fill in their answers without word
limitation.

Graph 2. Key Words of the Ideas on Sustainability
In the Graph 2, key words most used for describing sustainability are presented.
“Environment”, “resources”, “future”, “species”, “generations” and “consumption”
are generally mentioned in the statements collected. By relating the key words mostly
used to the responses, the idea of fulfilling this generation’s consumption, quality of
life, reducing pollution, living indefinitely and balancing the world development can
be observed in general.
5.1.4 Current Fashion Industry Environment
In this section, the present conditions in the fashion industry are analysed by studying
the major changes needed to approach, obstacles to overcome, and individual
contributions to sustainability. Respondents can interpret their answer freely without
a word count requirement.
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5.1.4.1 Major Change(s) Required to Hold for Sustainability

Graph 3. Key Words of the Major Change(s) Required to Hold for Sustainability
The words that occur frequently while indicating the major reforms required for
sustainability are shown in Graph 3, some appear at 3 times more than others among
all the responses. “Production”, “management”, “pollution”, “manufacturing”,
“trend” and “durability” are some of those words. The reformations in waste
pollution, fabric manufacturing, popular trends, customer purchase pattern, product
design and frequency of publishing new collections should be carried out in the
fashion industry, which are linked to the key words frequently used by the
respondents.
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5.1.4.2 Main Obstacles to Overcome for Sustainability

Graph 4. Key Words of the Main Obstacles to Overcome for Sustainability
From the Graph 4, “management”, “cost”, “production”, “pollution”, “consumption”,
“profits” and “satisfy” are the words used most often when describing the major
barriers for sustainability. Analysing the key words used, the derived cost of being ecofriendly, high energy consumption, maintenance for profits, gaining customer
satisfaction, continuity of the brand’s attractiveness may be the main difficulties that
need to be solved for sustainability in the industry.
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5.1.4.3 Individual Contribution in the Fashion Industry

Graph 5. Key Words of the Individual Contribution in the Fashion Industry
Diversely planned personal actions are found to act in the industry for sustainability
among the respondents. Words used repeatedly to express their own contributions
are presented in the Graph 5. Contributions on eco-conscious brand building, clothing
donations, participation in recycling schemes, reductions on introducing new
collections, product durability with sustainable manufacturing, marketing of
promoting sustainability, product design with recycled garments and sustainable
packaging can be found within the respondents, referring to the findings of key words
used.
5.1.5 Evaluation of Sustainable Practices
In this section, every sustainable practice in the list of suggested sustainable practices
is analysed in terms of its feasibility level with underlying considerations, range of
usage, and likeliness of using it in their own business. In order to collect related
information, three sub-questions in Question 4 are asked as listed below. Table 5
shows the number of respondents in the questions respectively.
a) How feasible do you think it is that the fashion industry could adopt this
practice in general?
b) In your opinion, how widely does the fashion industry need to adopt this
practice to be more sustainable?
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c) How likely are you to use this practice in your own design/production of
fashion items?

40
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Table 5. Feasibility, usage range and likelihood of using each sustainable practice from
the suggestion list
In Table 5, the feasibility, usage range and likelihood of each sustainable practice are
evaluated by a rating from the respondents. Among the ratings of the feasibility level,
“avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur)” has received 5 points
for the practice by over 31 respondents, which equals to 60% of the total responses.
The mean scores and the standard deviation is 4.33 and 0.89 respectively. The low
value of the standard deviation, centralized stance on its high feasibility level can be
reflected as the responses are not dispersed. Hence, “avoid the use of animal-based
materials (e.g. leather and fur)” can be considered the most highly feasible. In
contrast, “reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand” is rated
in 1 point from around 42% of the respondents. None of them rate it as a highly
feasible sustainable practice. Also, the mean rate and the standard deviation are 1.71
and 0.67. The responses are rather unified due to the low standard deviation. Thus,
the most highly infeasible sustainable practice according to this study is “reduce
fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand”.
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To study the importance of each sustainable practice’s sustainability, the usage range
of the practice was asked. Over 28 of the respondents rated 5 points for “avoid the
use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur)”. Zero responses were received
for 1 point. The mean of the rating is nearly to 5 points. Hence, “avoid the use of
animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur)” can be good advice for companies
globally, in order to enhance sustainability in the fashion industry. On the other hand,
nearly half of the respondents rate “reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce
aggregate demand” at 1 point. The average rating is 1.88 which is below 2 points. It
may indicate that “reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand”
has a lesser effect on being more sustainable in the industry.
To analyse the likelihood of using each practice, the possibility of using the practice in
the respondent’s business is asked in Question 6(c). 25 respondents tend to want to
implement “avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur)” in their
fashion product’s design or production. Only 7 respondents would not use this
practice in the business, which shares less than 15% of total responses. On the other
hand, the average rating of “clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g.
fashion labels) as an alternative to purchase” is 1.84. Over half of the respondents rate
this practice with not more than 2 points, which represents a low likelihood of possible
usage. No participant will consider implementing something in their business, where
zero response can be found in 5 points rating. Therefore, “avoid the use of animalbased materials (e.g. leather and fur)” and “clothing rental services offered by
PRODUCERS (e.g. fashion labels) as an alternative to purchase” are the practices that
are most likely and most unlikely to be used in the participants’ businesses
respectively.
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Table 8. Main Consideration in the Feasibility of the Sustainable Practices
In the survey, the possible underlying factors considered when evaluating the
feasibility of a sustainable practice are listed and rankings asked for from the
respondents. The most important factor is ranked as 1, while one is ranked 10 if it is
the least important. Referring to the results in Table 8, 25 respondents consider
“consumer satisfaction” as the most important factor when assessing the feasibility
of a sustainable practice. The least important consideration is “industry norms of
behaviour”, which nearly half of the responses rank at last place. It can be explained
by the current or future occupation of most of the participants is being designer in the
fashion industry. A brand’s or product’s individuality may be crucial for them in
general. Hence, the norms of behaviour in the industry may be less effective.
5.2 Inferential Statistics
For further studies on the individual variables, feasibility, usage range and likeliness
of a certain sustainable practices in the fashion industry, their relationships are
investigated with the data collected from the relevant survey questions. Three subquestions in Question 6 of the survey are asked for this investigation, which are listed
below. Hypotheses are tested via asking Question 6.
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a) How feasible do you think it is that the fashion industry could adopt this
practice in general?
b) In your opinion, how widely does the fashion industry need to adopt this
practice to be more sustainable?
c)

How likely are you to use this practice in your own design/production of
fashion items?

5.2.1 Hypothesis 1
H0: There is no possible prediction on the likelihood of using the sustainable practice.
H1: The likelihood of using the sustainable practice can be predicted by its feasibility
and usage range.
To study the hypothesis, an independent sample test, the ANOVA test, is used to test
the model. Results of the test are shown in the following Table 9, where the
estimations are rounded up to five decimal places.
Sustainable Practice

Significance Level
(p-value)

More clothing exchanges, as an alternative to purchase (i.e. the recirculation and re-use of

<0.00001

garments)).
More repair and/or alteration of garments to extend their useful life.

0.00065

Products produced for greater durability (i.e. less easily damaged/worn out, and a longer useful life).

<0.00001

Production using materials obtained only from ecologically responsible sources (e.g. organic and/or

0.00021

eco-certified sources).
Upcycling: the use of clothing waste as components in new designs (i.e. recycling fabrics).

0.01809

In-house and closed-loop production: the reprocessing of the firm's owned garments into new items

<0.00001

at the end of their useful life.
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Clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g. fashion labels) as an alternative to purchase.

<0.00001

Clothing rental services offered by THIRD PARTIES (e.g. hire agencies) as an alternative to purchase.

0.7199

Promote "slow fashion", involving the lifetime used by consumers of fewer, yet qualitatively better

0.8743

garments.
Reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand.

0.00003

Avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur).

<0.00001

Ensure that all production (of materials and garments) takes place under "Fair trade" conditions to

<0.00001

promote the safety of workers throughout the supply chain.
Ensure that wages for textile workers in developing countries are sufficient to provide a decent living

<0.00001

wage.
Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to human health.

0.00053

Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to the environment.

0.01515

Reduce the amount of energy used in production processes (gaining materials and producing

0.00281

garments).
Reduce the amount of energy used in distribution processes (transportation and retail).

<0.00001

Measurement of the various environmental and social impacts resulting from business operations.

0.00332

Publish the various environmental and social impacts in a sustainability report to inform consumer

0.00016

and other stakeholders.
Provide community outreach to educate consumers on responsible fashion, or contribute to other

0.00086

societal causes.
Donate a portion of profits to assist Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) working either in
fashion or in other fields.

Table 9. Hypothesis 1: Inferential Statistics – ANOVA Test
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0.4706

Referring to Table 9 and a 5% significance level , the p-value of three sustainable
practices, “clothing rental services offered by THIRD PARTIES (e.g. hire agencies) as an
alternative to purchase”, “promote "slow fashion", “involving the lifetime used by
consumers of fewer, yet qualitatively better garments” and “donate a portion of
profits to assist Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) working either in fashion or
in other fields”, are larger than 0.05. Hypothesis 1 should be rejected for the required
three practices. The feasibility and usage range cannot be used to predict the
likelihood of using . In contrast, the remaining sustainable practices have p-values,
which are smaller than 0.05. Hence, Hypothesis 1 should be accepted for them. The
likelihood of using those practices can be forecasted by their feasibility and usage
range.
5.2.2 Hypothesis 2
H0: No difference for the likelihood of the sustainable practice on the feasibility of the
listed sustainable practices.
H1: The higher the feasibility the higher the likelihood of the listed sustainable
practices.
Based on the analysis of Hypothesis 1, “clothing rental services offered by THIRD
PARTIES (e.g. hire agencies) as an alternative to purchase”, “promote “slow
fashion”,”involving the lifetime used by consumers of fewer, yet qualitatively better
garments” and “donate a portion of profits to assist Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) working either in fashion or in other fields ” are excluded for the analysis of
Hypothesis 2. The multiple regression test is run on the remaining sustainable
practices for Hypothesis 2. The test result is presented in Table 10, in which the values
are rounded up to five decimal places.
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Sustainable Practice

Significance Level
(p-value)

More clothing exchanges, as an alternative to purchase (i.e. the recirculation and re-use of Feasibility

0.00017

garments)).

More repair and/or alteration of garments to extend their useful life.

Products produced for greater durability (i.e. less easily damaged/worn out, and a longer

Usage Range

0.11244

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.03718

Usage Range

0.2386

Intercept

0.00668

Feasibility

<0.00001

Usage Range

0.5691

Intercept

0.0739

Feasibility

0.00025

Usage Range

0.48674

Intercept

0.86363

Feasibility

0.8050

Usage Range

0.0177

Intercept

0.00003

Feasibility

0.00013

Usage Range

0.00193

Intercept

0.49651

useful life).

Production using materials obtained only from ecologically responsible sources (e.g. organic
and/or eco-certified sources).

Upcycling: the use of clothing waste as components in new designs (i.e. recycling fabrics).

In-house and closed-loop production: the reprocessing of the firm's owned garments into new
items at the end of their useful life.
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Clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g. fashion labels) as an alternative to

Feasibility

0.00568

Usage Range

0.00046

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.0575

Usage Range

<0.00001

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.0408

Usage Range

0.00006

Intercept

0.9079

Feasibility

0.0633

Usage Range

<0.00001

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.0411

Usage Range

<0.00001

Intercept

0.00647

Feasibility

0.0786

Usage Range

0.0451

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.11982

Usage Range

0.00498

purchase.

Reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand.

Avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur).

Ensure that all production (of materials and garments) takes place under "Fair trade"
conditions to promote the safety of workers throughout the supply chain.

Ensure that wages for textile workers in developing countries are sufficient to provide a
decent living wage.

Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to human health.

Avoid the use of dyes and other chemicals which are harmful to the environment.
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Reduce the amount of energy used in production processes (gaining materials and producing

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.655

Usage Range

0.108

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.0007

Usage Range

0.0468

Intercept

<0.00001

Feasibility

0.01673

Usage Range

0.24830

Intercept

0.000209

Feasibility

0.0396

Usage Range

0.0379

Intercept

0.00002

Feasibility

0.00057

Usage Range

0.29759

Intercept

<0.00001

garments).

Reduce the amount of energy used in distribution processes (transportation and retail).

Measurement of the various environmental and social impacts resulting from business
operations.

Publish the various environmental and social impacts in a sustainability report to inform
consumer and other stakeholders.

Provide community outreach to educate consumers on responsible fashion, or contribute to
other societal causes.

Table 10. Hypothesis 2: Inferential Statistics – Multiple Regression Test
In Table 10, the p-value of four sustainable practices, “products produced for greater
durability (i.e. less easily damaged/worn out, and a longer useful life)”, “production
using materials obtained only from ecologically responsible sources (e.g. organic
and/or eco-certified sources)”, “in-house and closed-loop production: the
reprocessing of the firm's owned garments into new items at the end of their useful
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life”, and “avoid the use of animal-based materials (e.g. leather and fur)” are over
0.05. Thus, they are excluded from the model of hypothesis 2 as insignificant
intercepts are found. On the other hand, the feasibility of the sustainable practice
shows a p-value that exceeds 0.05 in “upcycling: the use of clothing waste as
components in new designs (i.e. recycling fabrics)”, “ensure that all production (of
materials and garments) takes place under "fair trade" conditions to promote the
safety of workers throughout the supply chain”, “avoid the use of dyes and other
chemicals which are harmful to human health”, “avoid the use of dyes and other
chemicals which are harmful to the environment” and “reduce the amount of energy
used in production processes (gaining materials and producing garments)”.
Hypothesis 2 should be rejected in these five practices among those remaining in the
model. For the others, hypothesis 2 should be accepted because the feasibility of the
practice shows a significant p-value.

6

Discussion

After the presentation of the survey’s results in the previous section, the feasible
sustainable practices, major obstacles to overcome and changes required implement
sustainability in the fashion industry will be further discussed. Moreover, the effects
of the feasibility, usage range and likelihood of using the practice will assessed. Based
on the findings of the primary research, observations of the literature review may be
used to support the results.
The international fashion retail supply chain model (Fernie, & Grant 2015; De Brito et
al., 2008) supports the primary research’s findings. From the primary data collected,
the garment manufacturing of a fashion company is currently or planned to take place
in different countries. Most fashion brands cooperate with manufacturers that are
mainly located in Asian countries, for example, China, Vietnam and India. The
cooperation between foreign manufacturers and fashion retail companies can be
shown, with the data findings. Besides this, the target markets of the brands are
focused in different regions from different continents. With these target markets,
stores are mainly operated in hybrid form, that run both brick-and-mortar and online
stores. A fashion brand’s markets can be worldwide. With the discoveries, a general
international fashion retail supply chain model and a growing globalized apparel
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market can be supported (Fernie, & Grant, 2015; De Brito et al., 2008; O’ Connell,
2019).
Secondly, regarding the concept of sustainability described by the United Nations
(n.d.), similar ideas about its meanings can be found in the survey’s data. In the survey,
statements express satisfying the currcent generations’ consumption without
weakening the ability of meeting needs can be observed from respondents. For
instance,
“Balance the consumption level and the supply of resources”,
“The environment and resources quantity can support generations” and
“Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their needs”.
To add to this, the objectives of pollution reduction, co-existence of humans and other
species are indicated when considering sustainability for fashion retail. Overall, the
general concept of sustainability in the fashion industry is consistent with the
description from the United Nations.
At a personal level, the stakeholders among the fashion industry can contribute to the
sustainability individually. The suggestions on personal sustainable actions can be
relevant in different aspects. Being a designer of a fashion brand, expressing an ecoconscious concept, reducing the times of releasing new collections annually, designing
durable products, inputting recycled garments in manufacturing and using sustainable
packaging are commonly suggested sustainable behaviours. Additionally, as the final
consumer, donating unwanted clothes and joining a fashion retailer’s recycling
program are suggested as personal contributions to sustainability.
By observing examples of present sustainable practices in the fashion industry, the list
of sustainable practices is generated as shown in the hypothesis section. As the
purpose of this research is to identify the one with a higher feasibility level, each
suggested sustainable business application is graded with a 5 point range. Based on
the survey results, avoiding the use of animal-based materials, such as leather and fur
is considered as the most feasible sustainable practice. It is compatible with the rising
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amount of animal-free fashion brands, as stated in a FashionUnited article (Hughes,
2020). In addition, producing more durable fashion products and saving energy in the
logistics stage are viewed as the second and third highly feasible sustainable practices.
It supports the potential sustainability ability of durable fashion apparel and the
description of the green supply chain management practices (Saha, & LeHew, 2018;
Akter et al., 2020). Adversely, the reduction of fashion advertising for decreasing
relevant aggregate demand is evaluated the most highly infeasible practice of the list.
It may be because customer purchases are the core source of gaining income for a
fashion brand. Fashion retailers who would reduce their advertising budget are hard
to find in the market.
When differentiating the feasibility level of a sustainable practice, various underlying
criteria are considered. Based on the primary findings, the top three important factors
that must be considered are consumer satisfaction, resource conservation and
environmental protection. It can be explained by the impact of the satisfaction level
on profitability, high consumption in resources via the global supply chain of fashion
retail. Besides this, a low consideration of the norms of behaviour in the fashion
industry and the influence of large corporations on the respondents can be concluded.
Perhaps due to the demand for resonating the consumer’s personality, forming a
strong outstanding brand identity is the key concern for a fashion company, suggested
by Luciana Zegheanu (the Evolution of Fashion, 2017).
Furthermore, with the continuous growth in the global apparel market, the fashion
industry’s environmental footprint will also increase (Pulse of the Fashion Industry,
2017). Thus, the future intention of implementing sustainable practices in the fashion
retail business may be concerned. Based on the data collected from the survey, the
avoidance of using animal-based materials and the public release of a sustainability
report on environmental and social impacts derived are concluded as the two most
likely to be used in their own business. On the contrary, reducing the frequency of
fashion advertising and donating profits to assist NGO projects and operations are
the sustainable practices that are unlikely to be implemented.
Overall, high ratings for the sustainable practice, “avoid the use of animal-based
materials (e.g. leather and fur)”, supports high awareness of animal’s rights in society
(DuFault, 2013). It may also explain the effect that came after revealing the cruel
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operations in raw material factories, for example, those producing fur and leather.
Apart from that, observations on the relatively low ratings of “reduce fashion
advertising in general to reduce aggregate demand” in the variables can be explained
by a positive effect of environmental advertising that encourage more consumption
of green products (Baldwin, 1993; Chekima et al., 2015).
Lastly, the potential relationships between the feasibility level, usage range and the
likelihood of holding the practices are further analysed with Hypothesis 1 and
Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 1 is designed to discover the practicability on predicting the
likelihood of using a sustainable practice by the feasibility and usage range.
Hypothesis 2 is designed to investigate the possible positive relationship between
feasibility, usage range and the likelihood of sustainable practice. Based on the
findings from testing the hypotheses, nine of the listed sustainable practices contain
a positive relationship between the three variables. Especially, “more clothing
exchanges, as an alternative to purchase (i.e. the recirculation and re-use of
garments)”, “clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g. fashion labels) as an
alternative to purchase”, “reduce fashion advertising in general to reduce aggregate
demand”, “reduce the amount of energy used in distribution processes
(transportation and retail)” and “provide community outreach to educate consumers
on responsible fashion, or contribute to other societal causes” show stronger positive
relationship among the variables. The higher the ratings in the feasibility level and the
usage range, the higher the possibility of using the specific sustainable practice.

7

Conclusion

The purpose of this research was to identify the difference in the feasibility, usage
range and the likelihood of using the sustainable practices listed in the fashion
industry. Moreover, to discover professional insights of sustainability in the industry.
Previous relevant research and information about the sustainability and the fashion
business environment were reviewed. A backsliding of the Earth’s biocapacity has
resulted since the global ecological footprint has grown, derived from the
globalization phenomenon (Global Footprint Network, 2019). Sustainability will
become a popular issue to be discussed in the fashion business, along with
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overconsumption, in the international fashion supply chain model, that was
introduced in the literature review. Various problems that affect the social and
environmental sustainability are concerned. From an environmental perspective, the
close-loop supply chain may improve sustainability in the industry (Oh, & Jeong,
2014). With the suggested model, sustainable practices for the product’s
manufacturing and distribution are raised. Apart from that, participating in the rental
business and “slow fashion” movement are also brought up as the related actions in
the fashion industry. Green campaigns, a publication of a corporate sustainability
report, prevention of using animal-based materials’ and financial assistance towards
NGOs’ are several possible sustainable practices, belonging to the social perspective
of the fashion industry.
After revealing examples of real-life sustainable practices, the list of suggested
sustainable practices in the fashion industry was formed and further studied by
conducting primary research. According to the primary data collected from the
survey, most of the practices on the list were viewed as feasible and should be widely
used for being sustainable in the fashion industry. In particular, the high possibility of
holding “more clothing exchanges, as an alternative to purchase (i.e. the recirculation
and re-use of garments)”, “clothing rental services offered by PRODUCERS (e.g.
fashion labels) as an alternative to purchase”, “reduce fashion advertising in general
to reduce aggregate demand”, “reduce the amount of energy used in distribution
processes (transportation and retail)” and “provide community outreach to educate
consumers on responsible fashion, or contribute to other societal causes” are
explained through their high level in the feasibility and usage range. Additionally, the
description of sustainability from stakeholders in the fashion industry were very
similar to the general definition of sustainability described by the United Nations.
Supplementary related sustainable concepts were further introduced by the
respondents of the survey. Yet, respondents of the survey stated that customer
purchase behaviour and product design are examples of the main changes required
to be sustainable in the industry. Costs derived from sustainable practices and
maintenance of a brand’s attractiveness are indicated as two of the main obstacles to
overcome in the fashion industry.
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In the survey of this research, the feasibility level, usage range and likelihood of using
each sustainable practice were clarified. Additional relationships between the three
variables was also tested and presented. However, the sample size of the survey
conducted was very small. A limited number of respondents participated in this
research. In order to enhance the reliability of the research’s findings, relevant
research should be performed with a larger sample size. As well as this, people who
work in related professions in the fashion industry can propose further possible
improvements in the application of the listed sustainable practices. A more
sustainable fashion industry can be formed by using improved sustainable practices
accordingly. Apart from that, the suggested list of sustainable practices should be
further expanded with new introduced practices. Because of continuous technological
development, new advanced sustainable practices may be introduced in the future.
Hence, the three variables on those practices will also be interesting to do further
research on, with regard to the fashion retail environment.
In conclusion, not only for humans but all other species, a liveable environment will
be the key to survival. With the large negative impacts on the environment and society
caused by fashion retail, the world may become unpleasant and unsustainable for
living. In order to improve sustainability environmentally and socially, the fashion
industry should make effort be more sustainable. With the findings of this research,
effective sustainable practices may be applied to improve the sustainability of the
industry. Animals can live without the threat of extinction with further improvements
in operating a more sustainable fashion business .
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9 Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1 - Global levels of biocapacity, ecological footprint and ecological
reserve (Global Footprint Network, 2019)
Year
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Global biocapacity (gha)
9628985823
9688628688
9685557041
9735957105
9759252373
9858780031
9909440605
9943568815
9955634168
10016193932
10097481463
10052298842
10161748161
10112484747
10118685604
10205611278
10208526179
10362705052
10331290960
10333196111
10431644606
10541049017
10481481887
10667466194
10711857121
10757794755
10776465936
10709737970
10868963148
11027172900
10943102909
11123488259
11072376700
11155446400
11102933332
11284877201
11326416369
11401415415
11438338804
11425133794
11487146905
11468643455
11444706680
11695881333
11607225698
11635966626

Global ecological footprint (gha)
7051336451
7285145521
7568398195
7886045992
8175837401
8529251714
8767474779
9110829263
9501685353
10073811315
10418619348
10693362952
11260982623
11154358636
11078555528
11637923791
11863115087
12193279597
12500623242
12276736677
12121274025
12083927949
12050460239
12560740015
12734394487
12978494453
13317245432
13607122146
13970281107
14190306661
14138474523
14245761155
14203569249
14406534010
14651409981
15013057002
15244360885
15316147764
15379702330
15715547823
15879139818
16033300070
16614753874
17522953217
17928992553
18402666030
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Global ecological reserve (gha)
2577649373
2403483167
2117158846
1849911113
1583414972
1329528317
1141965825
832739551.7
453948815.1
-57617383.56
-321137885.1
-641064110.6
-1099234462
-1041873889
-959869924.3
-1432312514
-1654588908
-1830574545
-2169332282
-1943540566
-1689629418
-1542878932
-1568978353
-1893273821
-2022537365
-2220699698
-2540779495
-2897384176
-3101317959
-3163133761
-3195371614
-3122272896
-3131192549
-3251087610
-3548476649
-3728179801
-3917944516
-3914732350
-3941363526
-4290414029
-4391992913
-4564656615
-5170047194
-5827071884
-6321766855
-6766699404

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

11678116391
11862381425
11813746161
11834441869
11918370545
11878752565
12077792310
12159264095
12148348648
12169283366

18915824757
19157285022
18817185753
19770153004
20189345116
20117249579
20571289466
20611944995
20504244731
20509032352
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-7237708366
-7294903598
-7003439592
-7935711134
-8270974571
-8238497013
-8493497155
-8452680899
-8355896084
-8339748986
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